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VEHICLEs 

STARTNG THE ENGINE
  Land Rover Defender: Ensure the gearbox is in neutral. Turn key to the second position to 

illuminate the dashboard warning lights. Wait for the amber coil shaped light to go out before 
turning the key further to start. 

  Toyota Hilux: Fully depress and hold down the clutch. Ensure the gearbox is in neutral. Turn 
key to the second position to illuminate the dashboard warning lights. Wait for the amber coil 
shaped light to go out before turning the key further to start.

Type         Permanent 4WD            Part-time 4WD 
Transmission   

Approximate range       450 miles /  7 2 4 k m           490 miles /  7 8 9 k  m
Engine & Fuel         75 litres              80 litres 
Fuel        Diesel            Diesel

           Land Rover Defender             Toyota Hilux 

Gearbox        6-speed manual            6-speed manual
Hi / Low 4WD     High 2WD, High / Low 4WD

Dimensions
Height
Width 
Length

Weight
Approx. 2600 kg loaded

Front

Rear

28 psi 32 psi
32-38 psi (light/heavy load)

293 mm / 11.5”

Approx. 2800 kg loaded

47° 31°

45°45°

314 mm / 12.4”

Maximum gradiant 

Ground clearance
Approach angle

Ramp break angle 147°

Departure angle

155°

26°

44-60 psi (light/heavy load)

0.5 m / 1’ 8” 0.7 m / 2’ 4”Wading depth

45°

2.4 m / 7’ 10”
1.8 m / 5’ 11”
4.8 m / 15’ 9”

2.4 m / 7’ 10”
1.9 m / 6’ 2”
5.3 m / 17’ 5”

Approx. 2200 kg unloaded Approx. 2400 kg unloaded

Tyre Pressures
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driving
DRIVING ON-ROAD

Important Notes
   The vehicle is more top-heavy than normal.   Take extra care when cornering and in crosswinds 

(especially on bridges and when overtaking). 
   The vehicle should not be driven at more than 70mph at any time. 
   Fuel consumption is most efficient on the open road at around 50mph – 60mph. 
   Toyota Hilux:  On road, the vehicle should be driven in 2WD (unless possibly when snowing).

Speed Limits
Unless otherwise indicated: 

 Built up areas:    30 mph / 48 km/h
 Single carriageways:   60 mph / 96 km/h
 Dual carriageways & motorways: 70 mph / 112 km/h

Alcohol Limits
Scotland’s drink-drive limits are very low (22 micrograms per 100ml of breath) and a single 
alcoholic drink could put you over the limit.  Both we and the law require that you drink 
absolutely no alcohol before driving and consider your alcohol intake the previous night before 
driving in the morning.

Junctions
   A red traffic light means stop for all vehicles.  One cannot turn left on a red light. 
   A vehicle turning left has priority to a vehicle turning right.   The right-turning vehicle must give 

way.

Road Markings
   A central double white line where the line nearest you is broken (dashed) means you may 

overtake. 
   A central double white line where the line nearest you is solid means you may not overtake.

Other Traffic Laws
The full highway code can be found here: www.gov.uk/browse/driving/highway-code .
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driving
DRIVING OFF-ROAD

Important Notes
   Always assess the nature of the terrain first, especially if driving on open ground (off an 

established vehicle track). Be very cautious of boggy ground, deep sand, and wet grass on 
slopes. Walk on the ground first: if your shoes sink into the terrain, or if they slip easily 
on a wet grassy slope, there is a high risk of getting stuck. 

   The vehicles (both Land Rover Defender and Toyota Hilux) have an anti-stall mechanism, which 
allows them to drive in low gears without having to appl y the accelerator. This permits slow 
speed progression on rough ground while allowing you to concentrate solely on steering and 
braking.

Transfer Box (Land Rover Defender) / 2WD – 4WD 
Switch (Toyota Hilux)
   This serves 2 functions: 
  Gives low range ratios. 
  Allows the locking of the central differential (Land Rover Defender) or the rear 
  differential (Toyota Hilux) to help maintain momentum.
   The purposes of these, and when they would be used, are described in the driving scenarios 

below.
   Low range is equivalent to a small chain-wheel on a bicycle. The main gearbox is operated as 

normal, but all gears will be at a lower ratio.  Both the Land Rover and the Toyota therefore
effectively have 12 gears (6 speeds in the main gearbox x2).

   Low range allows the vehicle to be driven very slowly over obstacles and provides maximum 
engine braking effect for descents.

   To switch between 2WD high and 4WD high (Toyota Hilux only): turn switch at speeds
below 60 mph/100 km/h.

   To engage low ratio, stop the vehicle:

   Engaging high range from low is the reverse of this procedure. If the vehicle does not 
re-engage in high, reverse a short distance and try again.

Land Rover Defender:  Depress the clutch, and move the transfer box stick
forward one notch (if too stiff to move, drive the car forward a fraction and try again). 
Release and depress the clutch again, then move the transfer box stick forward one 
further notch.
Toyota Hilux: Stop and depress clutch. Turn switch to 4WD low and drive forwards.
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driving
DRIVING OFF-ROAD

Differential Lock
   Locking the central differential (Land Rover Defender) ensures that at least one front 

wheel and one rear wheel will always receive power, reducing the risk of getting stuck. 
Locking the rear differential (Toyota Hilux) ensures that both rear wheels will always 
receive power, reducing the risk of getting stuck. 

   It is generally useful to engage the differential lock on any loose surface where there is 
a risk of getting stuck, but never drive on a sealed road with the lock engaged. Severe 
damage could occur to the transmission, for which you may be held liable.

   All cars have differentials: a differential permits the driven wheels to rotate at different speeds, 
to enable cornering (since the outer / inner, front / rear wheels all travel different distances in a 
corner). Consequentially power is directed to the driven wheels at variable rates, ranging from 
0% to 100%. Power always takes the path of least resistance. If a driven wheel has zero 
traction, 100% of the power will be directed to it, and all other driven wheels will receive 0%.
So any car without traction control (2WD or 4WD) will be stranded if one wheel loses all  
traction. Locking a differential helps overcome this, as it guarantees that 2 wheels receive power. 

 
 Land Rover Defender:  To lock the central differential (in high or low range), stop 
 the vehicle. Lightly move the stick to the left (away from driver), and drive 
 forwards. A warning light will illuminate to indicate the lock has engaged (this 
 sometimes take a few meters of movement to engage). To unlock (in either high 
 or low range), stop the vehicle. Lightly move the stick to the right (towards 
 driver). Drive forward a few meters. If the amber dashboard light fails to extinguish
 (it often will, due to transmission ‘wind-up’), reverse again for a few meters. 
  
 Toyota Hilux:  To lock the rear differential, first engage 4WD low, and then stop 
 the vehicle and depress clutch. Press the rear differential lock switch and drive forwards until 
 the warning light appears (this sometimes take a few meters of movement to engage).  
 To unlock, stop the vehicle and press the rear differential lock switch again. If the amber
 dashboard light fails to extinguish (it often will, due to transmission ‘wind-up’), reverse
 again for a few meters.
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driving
DRIVING OFF-ROAD

Steep Descents   
   Stop, get out of the vehicle, look and plan. Check for terrain features that may cause 

you a problem. 
   Select low range. 
   Always approach a slope at a right angle (i.e. head-on). Approaching at a non-right angle 

risks rolling the vehicle, with potentially fatal consequences. 
   Use the lowest practicable gear (generally first gear, low range) to maximise engine 

braking. The vehicle will descend a 45° slope at slow walking speed (assuming good traction) 
if in this gear. 

   Do not touch the brake or clutch. Simply steer and allow the vehicle to control its descent 
rate via engine braking. Braking risks locking wheels, which will cause the car to speed up 
and maybe skid out of the straight-down angle. Application of the clutch will also cause the 
car to speed up. 

   If the car skids out of the straight-down angle due to poor traction, apply a small amount of 
acceleration to straighten the vehicle, and then revert to engine braking once traction is 
regained.

Steep Ascents
   Stop, get out of the vehicle, look and plan. Check for terrain features that may cause 

you a problem and consider what you’ll need to do if you have to abort your climb.
   Select low range. 
   Always approach a slope at a right angle (i.e. head on). Approaching at angle risks 

rolling the vehicle, with potentially fatal consequences.
   Use the highest practicable gear in low range (3rd gear often works well). Low range is 

used since if you have to abandon an ascent, you’ll need to descend (in reverse) as described 
above. 

   Try to muster and maintain as much momentum as possible without being recklessly 
fast. 

   If traction and momentum is lost, stop the vehicle, engage reverse, and return down the hill 
backwards using the same advice in the Steep Descents section above.
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driving
DRIVING OFF-ROAD

Driving Through Water (Wading)
   Stop, get out of the vehicle and plan. Exercise extreme caution: water crossings can 

be dangerous and could risk the loss of the vehicle and life. Always check the depth of 
water – by wading through yourself - and the suitability of the ground under the water, 
before driving though. 

   If the water will be deeper than the top of the tyres, it is too deep, and there is a big 
risk of drawing water into the engine (with serious consequences). 

   Enter the water at a medium-slow pace, and once in, maintain a consistent medium-slow pace.
   Avoid stalling at all costs. If you do, try and restart as quickly as possible. If the engine 

sounds strange on the restart attempt, water may have entered the engine. In this 
case, do not attempt a further restart as serious damage could occur.

Side Slopes   
   Stop, get out of the vehicle, look and plan. Exercise extreme caution: such slopes can 

be very dangerous. Check for terrain features that may cause you a problem. 
   The vehicle can handle significant side slopes of up to 30°, an angle most people will find 

very discomforting to drive at.  Nevertheless, side slopes must be approached with extreme 
caution due to the risk of rolling. 

   Select low range and first gear and drive as slowly as possible.

Recovering a Stranded Vehicle
   If stuck and unable to move, and if it is safe to do so, use the recovery boards / mats, 

shovel and jack to try to extricate yourself. Natural features – fallen tree branches, rocks 
etc. - can also be used to place under tyres to gain traction. 

   Applying weight to the corner/s of the vehicle where the tyres have lost traction – for 
example by having a person’s weight pull down on the vehicle – may help. Exercise caution. 

   If unable to recover yourself, see Vehicle Recovery section.
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camping

WILD / INFORMAL CAMPING
   Wild / Informal camping is generally tolerated throughout Scotland, but always check for   

local restrictions.  The Outdoor Access Code (which is included in your Vehicle Pack) 
must be respected at all times. 

   Local conditions, site suitability, rules and regulations change continually. Always look for  
and abide by local signs and directions where present. 

   Do not consider camping in places where the vehicle may damage the land or environment. 
   Wherever possible, seek advice from somebody local if camping somewhere will cause 

objection. You will generally find that locals will be happy to assist you and can sometimes 
provide valuable advice.

   Ground conditions are highly variable, rendering sites unsuitable for vehicles and leading to 
a risk of getting stuck. Never drive off a firm road or track surface without leaving the vehicle 
to check ground conditions first. All guidance regarding off-road driving detailed in this 
Vehicle Guide must be observed.  In the event that you do become stuck, it is your 
responsibility to retrieve the vehicle and to return it to a sealed road surface.

   When leaving, thoroughly check the area to ensure you have left nothing: especially litter.  
Check that fires are fully extinguished. The first principle of the Outdoor Access Code is to 
“Leave no trace”.

   If using Scotland Overland’s GPS, be aware that the wild / informal campsites indicated are by 
way of suggestion only. They do not confer any rights of access, or to camp. Seek permission 
wherever possible. If asked to leave from any location by someone local, graciously do so.

CAMPSITES
     Most (but not all) campsites allow tents.  A small minority are restricted to motorhomes /
     caravans only. 
     Beware that campsites can often be closed during the low season (October – March). 
     The cost to stay at a campsite with a Scotland Overland vehicle should be the same as
     for a normal car with a ground tent.
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tents & awnings
DARCHE TENT
Important Notes
•  The tents can withstand strong winds, but without the weight of people inside, they can 

blow closed. Secure the upper ladder section to the ground or vehicle side steps with guy 
lines (Box 2) in strong winds. Add weight to the section of the tent that overhangs the 
vehicle to minimise buffering from the wind (for example with luggage).

•  In the event of lightning, get out of the tent, remove ladders, and get into the vehicle for 
safety. Only the vehicle’s four tyres should be in contact with the ground.

•  The tent poles should always be used to support the rain cover (flysheet) over the roof 
tent to prevent it from lying directly on the tent canvas. This offers the protection of a 
double skin and helps prevent heavy rain from permeating the tent.

•  If the weather is dry but windy, you may wish to detach the outer flysheet: it can flap and 
make a noise in high winds.

Setting Up
•  Park vehicle on level ground with about 4m of space on the car’s passenger side, with the 

handbrake on and the gearbox in first gear. Use rocks / logs under the vehicle’s tyres to 
level it if necessary (Step 1).

•  Undo the 4 Velcro straps securing the outer cover.  Then open the zip around the base of the 
outer cover on the 3 sides (Steps 2 & 3).  Do not force the zip, especially at the corners.

•  Pull the cover off the tent.  If desired, the cover can be slid out from the side without a zip and  
removed altogether (Step 4).

•  Undo the 2 Velcro straps at the front of the tent and the corresponding 2 Velcro straps at the  
rear (Step 5).

•  Undo the long black strap retaining the ladders (Step 6).  Undo the black clip on one ladder (Step 7). 

•  Fully extend the second ladder and ensure all rungs of each ladder are locked open.  Prop the  
ladders at the appropriate angle (Step 9).

•  Ensure the 2 sections of the tent floor are fully engaged along the entire length.

the overhang to extend the frame and tension the overhang (Step 11).  Use the 2 guy ropes to tether
the overhang to the ground. If desired, use the 7 rods found inside the tent to prop the arpetures 
over the side windows and the flysheet over the rear of the tent (Step 12).

•  If windy, use the auxiliary reinforcement to support the section overhanging the ladders in the middle.

Dismantling
•  This is the reverse of each of the steps above, noting the following:

•  Bedding can be left inside the closed tent if it is flattened out.
•  Fold the mattress in half and push it to the back of the tent (above the vehicle roof). 

15

Extend the ladder fully and from the ground, use it to lever open the tent (Step 8).

Flip forward the section overhanging the ladders (Step 10).  Use the black tabs on the frame under 



tents & awnings
Dismantling continued...
•  Fully collapse one of the ladders, and secure it closed with the Velcro strap.
•  Use the remaining ladder to push the tent up and fold it over from the ground.
•  Tuck the canvas in as much as possible on all sides of the tent to ease replacement 

of the cover.
•  Zip the 3 sides of the tent cover closed.  Be careful not to trap the fabric of the tent in the zip.

Secure the 4 Velcro straps over the outer cover.

16



a lever to open the tent (Step 6).

tents & awnings
DARCHE TENT

STEP 1 STEP 2

STEP 3 STEP 4

STEP 5 STEP 6

STEP 7

STEP 8
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tents & awnings
 DARCHE TENT continued...

STEP 10
STEP 9

STEP 11

STEP 9

STEP 12
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tents & awnings
DARCHE  ENCLOSED AWNING 

Setting Up
Unpack the awning from the large brown bag.  There are 2 parts to the awning: the main  

sawning body, and an optional black fitted ground sheet (Step1).

   Remove the tent outer cover, which will be hanging down the side of the car.  To do so, 
simply slide it out of the runner in either direction.
Along the top edge of the body of the awning, locate the sole edge with the black ‘bead’
(the other 3 edges have a zip).  Slide this bead into the same channel from which you 
removed the tent outer cover (Step 2).

   Use the zip on the other 3 top edges of the awning to attach to the corresponding zip on

Use the zip on the other 3 top edges of the awning to attach to the corresponding zip on
the overhang of the tent above the ladders (Step 3).

   Use ground pegs to tether the base of the awning.
   If desired, fit the black ground sheet inside the awning using the Velcro strips. 

Dismantling
This is the reverse of each step described above. 

19

STEP 1

body, and an optional black ground sheet (plus a bag with 4 pegs) (Step 1).

STEP 2

STEP 3
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surface. Consider how the ground may change if rain strikes after leaving the road.
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surface. Consider how the ground may change if rain strikes after leaving the road.



tents & awnings
DARCHE SIDE AWNING
Important Notes

The awning is vulnerable to wind. It is not recommended to use it in higher winds 

As when opening, take care to support the awning when closing. It remains vulnerable to wind. 

Setting Up
For photos of the instructions below, see the section for the Front Runner awning: the 

Unzip the awning cover and unfurl the awning. 
Swing out the 2 horizontal arms from the base plate attached to the vehicle’s roof rack.
Twist the smaller diameter pole within the arm to allow it’s length to be adjusted.
Twist it back to lock the arm at the desired length. 
Swing the 2 legs down from the end piece of the awning.  Adjust the length of the legs
as described above.
Connect the 2 arms to the end piece of the awning by placing the pins at the ends of the
arms into the corresponding holes in the end piece.  This is easier done with an 
assistant.
Tether the top of the end piece to the ground with guys ropes and pegs (Box 2).

Dismantling
This is the reverse of the steps for setting up. 

process is identical.
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tents & awnings
iKAMPER TENT

Important Notes
   The tents can withstand strong winds, but without the weight of people inside, the 

folding section of floor could blow closed. Secure the ladder to the ground or vehicle 
side steps with guy lines (Box 2) in strong winds and add weight to that section of the 
tent to reduce this risk (for example with luggage).

   Ensure that the locks are applied to the hydraulic struts (see below) to stop the lid 
from blowing closed.

   In the event of lightning, get out of the tent, close it, and get into the vehicle for safety. 
Only the vehicle’s four tyres should be in contact with the ground. 

   Until familiar with closing the tent, follow the dismantling instructions carefully.  
Damage to the tent could otherwise occur.

Setting Up
   Park vehicle on level ground with about 4m of space on the car’s driver’s side, with the 

handbrake on and gearbox in first in gear. Use rocks / logs under the vehicle’s tyres to level it 
if necessary (Step 1).

   Release latches and push the black lid up (Step 2a, 2b). 
   Pull the ladder out by about 0.5 meters.  Remove the brown bag covering the ladder feet.  

Lever the ladder downwards to open the tent. Ensure the ladder doesn't hit the side of the 
vehicle (Step3).

   Extend the ladder to the required length, at an angle of about 70 degrees from horizontal.  
Ensure the ladder supports the tent, that it is not over-extended or too vertical, and that 
the ladder rests firmly on a stable, even base. Lock each rung of the ladder using the black 
sliders (Step 4).

   From inside the tent, retrieve the two rods to support the canopy over the door. Insert the 
straight ends of the rods all of the way into the angled holes at the top of the ladder mountings. 
Bend the rods back and insert the hooked ends into the eyelets in the canopy (Step 5a, 5b). 

   Find the grey bag inside the tent.  Fit the two metal sections to the base of the hydraulic struts    
to lock the canopy open (Step 6a, 6b). 

    At each side of the tent, use the elastic on the flaps of material to tie to the pegs on the base 
(Step 7). 

   Hang the compartmentalised storage bag under the tent if desired (Step 8).



tents & awnings
iKAMPER TENT continued...

Dismantling
   Unhook elastic on flaps at each side of the tent. 
   Remove the locks on the base of the hydraulic struts and replace in grey bag. 
   Ensure that the clear plastic windows on the sides of the tent are left partly open, to 

allow air to escape from inside the tent. Close all other nets, windows and covers.
   Remove the support rods from the canopy and place them inside tent. Close the tent door.
   Ensure the long black strap for closing the lid falls to one side of the tent. 
   Hold base of ladder and push tent closed. Collapse the ladder, releasing the locks on each rung 

in turn. Take care to ensure that fingers don’t become trapped as the ladder is collapsed. 
Replace the brown cover over the feet of the ladder (to keep mud off the tent).

   Use the long black strap to pull the lid closed. Tuck in the tent body so everything is within 
the lid. If you find it difficult to completely close the tent, it may be due to excess bedding 
left inside, remove some bedding and try again. 

   Fasten and lock latches before driving.
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tents & awnings
iKAMPER TENT

STEP 1 STEP 2A

STEP 2B STEP 3

STEP 4 STEP 5A

STEP 5B STEP 6A
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tents & awnings
iKAMPER TENT continued...

STEP 2A

STEP 2B

STEP 6B STEP 7

STEP 8
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tents & awnings
iKAMPER AWNING & ANNEX ROOM

Setting Up iKamper Awning 
    Attach the awning to the front of the tent canopy (above the tent door) using the zip 

(Step 1a, 1b). 
   Peg out the front edges of the awning, using the 4 poles, guy ropes and pegs (Step 2). 

Dismantling iKamper Awning 
    This is a reverse of the above steps. 

Setting Up iKamper Annex Room
    Attach the annex room to the front of the canopy using the zip (Step 1a, 1b). 
   Peg out the front edges of the annex room, using the 2 poles, guy ropes and pegs.  Peg 

out the base of the annex using more pegs (Step 2a, 2b, 2c). 
   If using, attach the back wall to the vehicle roof rack using the Velcro tabs (Step 3).
    Attach the corners of the annex room to the tent using the Velcro tabs (Step 4).

Dismantling iKamper Annex Room
    This is a reverse of the above steps.

27



tents & awnings
iKAMPER AWNING

STEP 1A STEP 1B

STEP 2
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tents & awnings
iKAMPER ANNEX ROOM

STEP 1A STEP 1B

STEP 2A STEP 2B

STEP 2C STEP 3

STEP 4
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tents & awnings
FRONT RUNNER TENT
Important Notes
   The tents can withstand strong winds, but without the weight of people inside, they can blow 

closed. Secure the ladder to the ground or vehicle side steps with guy lines (Box 2) in strong 
winds. Add weight to the section of the tent that overhangs the vehicle to minimise buffeting 
from the wind (for example with luggage).  

   In the event of lightning, get out of the tent, close it, and get into the vehicle for safety. Only 
the vehicle’s four tyres should be in contact with the ground.

   The tent poles should always be used to support the rain cover (flysheet) over the roof tent 
to prevent it from lying directly on the tent canvas. This offers the protection of a double skin 
and helps prevent heavy rain from permeating the tent.

   If the weather is dry but windy, you may wish to detach the outer flysheet: it can flap and 
make a noise in high winds.

Setting Up
   Park vehicle on level ground with about 4m of space on the side that the tent/s open 

towards, with the handbrake on and gearbox in first gear. Use rocks / logs under the vehicle’s 
tyres to level it if necessary (Step 1).

   Undo the 2 Velcro straps across the top of the cover. Carefully pull the straps off, ensuring the 
buckles don't hit the car body.  Undo zip around 3 sides of the tent (Step 2). 

   Pull the tent cover off the tent. It will hang down the side of the car: if windy, please slide out 
and completely remove the tent cover: damage to the car’s paintwork could otherwise occur 
(Step 3). 

   Undo the two Velcro retaining straps which hold the tent closed (Step 4). 
   Pull the uppermost part of the ladder outwards about half a metre. Using the extended 

ladder as a lever, pull down to open the tent. As the ladder comes to the horizontal position, 
pull it away from the vehicle, so that it does not contact the body (Step 5a, 5b).

   Lock the ladders' 2 sections together using the spring pins with the black knobs. These 
pull in and out on a spring: they do not screw (Step 6). 

   Check that the 3 bars which hold the fly sheet (rain cover) clear of the tent body are 
properly located in the pouches on the tent body (Step 7). 

   Find the grey bag containing the rods to prop the fly-sheet inside the tent (Step 8). 
   Take the 4 shorter rods and put them into the holes at the four corners of the tent base.   

Bend them back to hook through the flysheet and give it tension (Step 9). 
   Take the 2 longer rods for the side windows. The bottom end of each rod locates in the 

hole in the aluminium moulding at the base of the middle of the tent (under the hinge, in 
the section attached to the half of the tent bolted to the roof) (Step 10). 

   If windy, anchor the front tent corners to the ground with guy ropes (Step 11).

Dismantling
This is simply the reverse of the above steps. Take care to tuck the body of the tent in 
as much as possible, to ease putting the tent cover back on.30



tents & awnings
FRONT RUNNER TENT

STEP 4

STEP 5B

STEP 1 STEP 2

STEP 3 STEP 4

STEP 5A STEP 5B

STEP 6 STEP 7
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FRONT RUNNER TENT continued...

STEP 8

STEP 10 STEP 11

STEP 9
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Setting Up
   Unzip the cover (Step 1a, 1b). 
   Unfurl the awning (Step 2). 
   Flip the legs down. Do not lose the square rubber stoppers which hold the legs 

securely against the back plate when travelling. Adjust the legs to the required height 
using their twist-lock mechanism (Step 3). 

   Swing the side supports out and plug into the front bar. Secure their length using their 
twist-lock mechanism. Attach the 3 Velcro straps to each side support (Step 4). 

Awning Sides (Optional)
   Take the wall sections from the bag and unfurl (Step 1). 
   Fit the front panel by feeding the black-coloured 'bead' along the outer channel in the 

top-front support bar (Step 2a, 2b). 
   Take the 2 side panels along each side, behind the awning legs (so that the legs are 

outside the walls). Use the 7 white plastic clips on each side to secure (Step 3). 
   Use the 3 black adjustable straps at the back edge of each side panel to pull the side 

panels taught. The uppermost can be wrapped around the roof-rack. Use guy ropes and 
pegs to secure the lower two to the ground (Step 4). 

   Tie down corners with guy ropes (Step 5).
   Secure the bottom edges to the ground with pegs (Step 6).

tents & awnings
FRONT RUNNER AWNING
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FRONT RUNNER AWNING

STEP 5A

STEP 1A STEP 1B

STEP 2

STEP 4

STEP 3
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tents & awnings
FRONT RUNNER AWNING WALLS

STEP 1 STEP 2A

STEP 2B STEP 3

STEP 4 STEP 5

STEP 6
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Equipment
GPS

Important Notes
   Be aware that the wild campsites indicated are by way of suggestion only. They do not 

confer any right of access, or any right to camp. Seek permission wherever possible. If
asked to move away from any location by someone local, graciously do so.

General Overview
   The Garmin Montana is dual purpose: it can be used as a car satnav, or as a GPS if out hiking etc.  

It is loaded with 1:25000 scale Ordnance Survey maps covering all of Scotland.
   The battery typically lasts several hours, and longer if the unit is allowed to rest, without using 

the screen too frequently.
   Turn the unit on and off by pressing and holding the only external button.
   Pressing the external button quickly also allows one to adjust screen brightness (reduce to save 

battery), and volume (when plugged into the cradle).
   All further functions are controlled using the touch screen. 
   On any given screen, use ‘+’ to zoom in, ‘-‘ to zoom out, the up and down arrows to scroll 

through submenus, the button with 3 horizontal bars to modify a screen, and ‘X’ to leave a screen 
and return to the previous menu. 

   You are welcome to change the device settings and preferences.

Main Screen
   There are 3 menu items:
  1. Map
  2. Where To? 
  3. Compass
   On the right is a ‘dashboard’ showing date, time, battery life, satellite reception and current 

co-ordinates. 
   The white chevron on the left enables access to a wide variety of tools (Step 1).
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Equipment
GPS continued...

Map (Orientation)
   To locate your position on a map, tap the Map icon from the main screen (Step 2). 
   Control the map setup using the icons on the screen’s left, as described above.  By default, the 

map style changes to car satnav when plugged into the cradle, and topographical when unplugged.  
To change this manually, go into Setup Map, and change Orientation to Automotive Mode (for car 
satnav) or North Up / Track Up (for topographical) (Step 3).

Where To? (Navigating to a Location)
   Choose Where To? to navigate to location (Step 4). 
   Use the up and down arrows to scroll to the type of destination that you wish to travel to (e.g. 

an address, a fuel station, an airport etc.). 
   All campsites are listed under the Waypoint menu. By default, these are sorted for proximity, 

with the nearest first.  Official campsites are denoted with a red flag, and possible wild campsites 
with a green flag. You can filter for only official campsites or wild campsites by selecting the 3-bar 
symbol and choosing Select Symbol (Step 5).

   Choose your destination from the available list. The destination will appear on a map. To plot the 
route to your destination, press the green Go button. The GPS will calculate your route. When 
mounted in the cradle, it will give you audio and visual instructions as you travel (Step 6).

   Select the mode by which you are travelling to your destination (e.g. hiking or driving the car) by 
returning to the main screen. Press Where To? again and select your mode of travel by pressing 
Change Route Activity and selecting the mode required. 

Compass
This shows your direction, plus extra information regarding your trip (distance travelled, 
estimated time of arrival etc.).
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GPS NAVIGATION SCREEN STEPS
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Equipment
FOOD STORAGE & COOKING

Refrigerator
   There are two compartments within: the large compartment is the fridge and the small 

compartment on the right is the freezer. 
   The refrigerator runs on its own battery, which is charged by the engine. A solenoid stops the 

fridge drawing on the vehicle starter battery: there is no risk of it flattening the car’s starting 
battery. 

   The ambient temperature and the fullness of the fridge will determine how long the battery will 
last. Generally, one can expect 24 – 48 hours of operation without starting the engine to recharge 
it. 

   The red number on the screen at the bottom right is the current temperature. By default, the 
temperature of the fridge is set to 4°C. To alter this, press and hold the triangular button labelled 
‘down’ to the right of the screen for 3 seconds. The number will start flashing, whereupon the 
triangular ‘up’ and ‘down’ buttons can be used to adjust the temperature. 

   To turn the fridge off, press and hold the triangular ‘up’ button for 3 seconds. To turn it on, press 
the ‘up’ button again.

Gas Stove
   Unscrew the carry handle from the top of the cooking gas cylinder. 
   Screw the cylinder onto the regulator at the end of the stove’s hose. 
   Turn on the screw tap at the regulator, turn on either of the gas rings, and ignite with a match or 

lighter.
   Disconnect the gas bottle after use and reseal with the carry handle.
   If there is a problem with gas flow, check the gas bottle for emptiness (shake the bottle and 

listen for liquid inside – if nothing can be heard it’s empty). If the bottle has gas, there may be a 
fault with the regulator. In this case, replace the regulator with the spare in Box 2.

Barbeque
   Slide the handle off the top of the barbeque and unfold the 2 halves of the barbeque. Remove 

the grills (when hot, the slot on front of the handle piece can be used to pick up the grills). 
   Fill the two halves of the barbeque body with charcoal up to the level of the lowest grill setting.  

Replace the grills (on the lowest setting) to trap in the charcoal. 
   Place firelighters and a few lumps of charcoal in the bottom tray and ignite. 
   Close both halves of the barbeque and retain it at the top by sliding the locking piece back on.  

Only partially slide it on: this way, the gap at the top of the barbeque will act as a chimney as the 
charcoal burns within. 

   After 10 – 15 minutes, open the barbeque again to cook. 
   After use, close the barbeque again while still burning. This will serve to clean the grills.
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Equipment
FOOD STORAGE & COOKING continued...

Frontier Stove
   Remove from bag and open out the 3 legs. Secure each with the corresponding silver pin. 
   Take the 4 parts for the flue from within the body of the stove. Assemble the flue by slotting 

together, with the section with the integrated valve at the bottom, and the mesh spark
catcher at the top.

   Push the ash catcher into the slots below the side access door. 
   Place firelighters and fuel near the door and ignite.

Firebox
   The Firebox can be used as a quick and easy open fire that leaves very little waste and damage 

to the ground. It can also be used as an additional stove for a single pot or a grill, and as a burner
of insect repellent. 

   Take from bag and remove the 2 thin metal retainers. Unclip the polished metal front with the 
Firebox logo.

   Open out the Firebox into a cube and push down the folding bottom to lock it open. 
   Place firelighters and fuel inside and ignite. 
   The grill top can be used if wanting to use the Firebox as a grill. 
   The boil plate top can be used if wanting to cook in a pot. 
   The retainers can be used as skewers for cooking kebabs etc. as pokers to control the fire and 

can be pushed through the slots in the body of the Firebox to support anything above the flames.
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Equipment
FURNITURE & WASHING

Table
Land Rover Defender: Unfold the main table frame to form an ‘X’ shape. Use the adjustable 
leg as necessary to stabilise the table.  Clip the 2 end pieces and single centre section across the 
top of the table. Lay the 2 foldable sections on each side to form the top.
Toyota Hilux: Unhook the retaining bungee and draw the table towards you.  Be careful to
support the table so that it does not fall and damage the vehicle’s side.  Open out the legs.

Chairs
Simply remove from bag and open out.

Shower

   

   Full instructions for the shower are printed on the back of the shower unit and pump unit. 
   Take everything out of the box and completely detach the box lid. Fill the box with water (fresh 

lake or river water is fine if not too dirty. Salt water is not). 
   Screw the gas canister/s into the base of the shower unit. Stand the ensemble of canister/s and 

shower on the detachable box lid. 
   Place the pump in the box of water. Switch the pump on with the red button on the battery 

pack. 
   Open the gas control tap and ignite the burner on the shower unit using the integrated Piezo 

lighter. 
   Occasionally an air lock can prevent the water from pumping through: if this happens, disconnect 

the pump from its hose and place the pump in the water to check it is operating. Also blow hard 
down the hose to ensure the passageway is clear. Reconnect. 

   Don’t leave the heater ignited when not pumping water through the shower: overheating of the 
unit can occur. 

   Don’t use the shower’s heater in a tightly enclosed space, as it can emit carbon monoxide.
   When finished, hang the shower before packing away to allow as much water as possible to 

drain out. If packed away without sufficient drying, the battery box and batteries can be damaged.

Toilet
Unfold the toilet stool and insert a plastic bag (2 provided with the stool) into the hole.
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Equipment LIST
BOX 1
Pot set
Frying pan
Cutlery (knife, steak knife, fork, spoon, teaspoon) (x 4)
Plates & bowls (x 4)
Mugs & unbreakable glasses (x 4)
Washing-up liquid (biodegradable, in a refillable bottle)
Washing-up basin
Salt & pepper
White sugar
Kitchen knife set
Can opener
Scissors
Cooking implement set
Tea towel
Scrubbing brush, dishcloth, scourer
Colander
Food storage box

Chopping board
Vegetable peeler 
Garlic crusher
Barbeque tongs
Cutlery bag
Matches
Lighter

Cork screw / bottle opener

Kettle
Wooden spoon
Cheese grater
Hot pot grip / pot stand
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Equipment LIST
BOX 2
Large lantern

USB charge cable (for lanterns)
Firebox open fire
First aid kit
Ground mat
Bag containing pegs, guy ropes, paracord and mallet
Gerber multi-tool

Small lantern

12 v / 240 v inverter with international adapter
12 v splitter (2 x 12 v outputs, plus 2 x USB ports)
Folding shovel
Clothesline
Cargo strap

Dustpan & brush
Rough Guide guidebook to Scotland
Bath towels (x number in party)

Gas-powered burner

Steel & flint lighter

OTHER EQUIPMENT

Toilet
Chairs (x number in party)
Table
Refrigerator, battery & control electronics
Fire extinguisher
Barbeque
Bungee cords

Vehicle information pack

10 Litre water container

Sleeping bags (x number in party)
Pillows (x number in party)

Sleeping bag liners (x number in party)

Gas stove
Gas cylinders (x 2)
Awning 
Recovery boards (x 3) (plus 2 x sand mats Land Rover Defender only)
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Equipment LIST
OPTIONAL EXTRAS
Zodi gas-powered hot shower

Bike rack
Enclosed awning

Dog package (hammock, blanket & bowls) 
Wood-burning stove
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safety
•  Risk is inherent in climbing ladders and on the roof of a vehicle. It is your 

responsibility to exercise care. Children must be supervised at all times and must 
not be left unattended in the roof tents or on the roof.

•  When parking to camp, always apply the handbrake and leave the car in gear. If near 
water, always check the levels. Remember that inland lochs are often dammed for 
hydro-electric reasons, and so can change level.

•  Never smoke inside the car, tent or awning. It contravenes our Terms & Conditions 
and is a fire risk.

•  BBQs and log stoves must only be used in the open air and must never be stored 
overnight in the tent or awning. Carbon Monoxide can be produced which is 
odourless and tasteless and can be fatal if inhaled.

•  Fully disconnect all gas appliances after use and ensure adequate ventilation. Carbon 
Monoxide can be produced which is odourless and tasteless and can be fatal if 
inhaled. Gas canisters should not be stored in the tent or enclosed awning.

•  Candles / open flames must not be used in the roof tents. Any candles used inside 
awnings must be positioned on a solid surface, away from awning walls, and must 
not be left unsupervised.

•  Local regulations and advice must be followed at all times when lighting campfires. 
If you decide it is safe to light a fire, ensure it is constructed on a hard surface, away 
from vegetation. Never leave a campfire unsupervised and always ensure that the fire 
is fully extinguished. Clear away as much evidence of the fire as possible before leaving.

•  If lightning appears likely, remove the tent ladders and any tethering pegs, and get 
inside the vehicle. The only thing connecting the vehicle to the ground should be the 
vehicle’s four tyres.

•  Always check the local weather forecast before deciding if it is safe to set up camp – 
pay particular attention to any warnings about strong winds (see advice in Weather).

•  If you get stuck, always carry out a risk assessment before attempting to extract the 
vehicle yourself. Further advice is in the Vehicle Recovery section.

•  If the vehicle has been stuck, check the underside of the vehicle for evident damage 
or excess dirt before driving.
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   There is a saying in Scotland: “If you don’t like the weather, wait 5 minutes!”. 
Weather conditions are constantly changing and can vary greatly in different parts 
of the country. It is your responsibility to check the weather conditions in the areas 
that you plan to visit and to assess if it is safe to camp.

•  Wherever possible, check weather conditions at your proposed destination online 
(BBC: www.bbc.co.uk/weather, or Mountain Weather Information Service: 
www.mwis.org.uk ) and plan your route accordingly. Also check local radio or seek 
local advice for weather warnings.

•  Rainfall can dramatically alter ground conditions, increasing the risk of getting stuck. 
Always get out of the vehicle to check the terrain before leaving a sealed road 

•  Follow specific advice for your tent and awning types (see Tents & Awnings section).
•  If you decide it is safe to use the roof tent in strong winds you should seek as 

sheltered a camping spot as possible. Trees can be beneficial for shelter but falling 
branches can pose a serious danger.

•  Consider the effect of bad weather on tides / waves if near the sea or a loch. Beware 
that some inland lochs have a variable water level: either tidal if linked to the sea, or 
because of hydroelectric dams.

WEATHER
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Contacts, BREAKDOWN, ACCIDENT
VEHICLE RECOVERY

BREAKDOWN
   In the unlikely event of a breakdown, please call the 24-hour telephone number on the 

card or sticker inside the windscreen.
   If the vehicle cannot be repaired at the roadside, please contact Scotland Overland to 

discuss how best to preceed.
   If you are unable to contact Scotland Overland for any reason, please ask for the vehicle to 

be towed to the following locations:

Land Rover Defender:
Tweeddale Motors
Innerleithen Rd
Peebles
EH45 8AZ
+44 (0)1721 720 627

Toyota Hilux:
Western Toyota
Loanhead Drive
Newbridge
EH28 8TG
+44 (0)333 241 6265

ACCIDENT
   If you are involved in an accident whilst driving the vehicle, please take the following steps:
   Stop as soon as it is safe to do so and remain at the scene for a reasonable period of time.
   Call (+44) 999 for ambulance, fire and police services, if required.
   Note all details of the accident scene, taking photographs if possible, including: time, location, 

weather conditions, traffic conditions, road markings, vehicle details, vehicle speed and 
indications, all people involved and witnesses, damage to vehicles and or property.

   Complete the Accident Report Form at the front of the Vehicle Information Pack.
   Give the vehicle registration number, your name and address and Scotland Overland’s

contact detatils to anyone reasonably asking for it.
   If the above details are not exchanged at the accident scene, report the accident to the police

as soon as possible and within 24 hours. Reporting to the police must be done in person at a
police station. Reporting the accident by phone is not sufficient and you cannot ask someone
else to report it for you.

   It is an offence to both fail to stop at an accident scene, and to report the accident to 
the police.

   If any person is injured, produce the vehicle’s insurance certificate to any person reasonably
asks for it. The insurance certificate is in the Vehicle Information Pack.

   You’re obliged to do the above not only when you are directly involved in an accident, but
also if your vehicle’s presence was a factor in the accident

   Inform Scotland Overland of the incident as soon as possible.

CONTACTS
For general questions, please contact Scotland Overland
    Main office telephone:  +44 (0)1721 724 485
    Emergency telephone:  +44 (0)7548 297 821
        +44 (0)7740 166 345

  +44 (0)1721 729 848
    Email:  info@scotlandoverland.com
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Contacts, BREAKDOWN, ACCIDENT
VEHICLE RECOVERY

VEHICLE RECOVERY
   It is entirely your responsibility to get the vehicle returned to a sealed road surface if 

stuck and will be entirely at your own expense. 
   Before leaving a sealed road surface, read the Off-Road Driving section.
   The first rule is to never drive off-road without first getting out of the vehicle to check 

the terrain. Ground conditions can vary significantly and change rapidly with rain.  It is wise 
to have a person walk ahead of the vehicle to continually check the terrain. 

   The vehicles are all equipped with recovery boards, sand mats (Land Rover Defender only) 
and a jack: these may assist you in getting the vehicle unstuck.  Also consider using rocks or 
fallen tree branches to try and help the vehicle gain traction. 

   If assistance is required, it will be at your expense.  Seek local people for help (farmers 
with tractors in particular).  The Breakdown recovery telephone number is generally 
unlikely to be of assistance (it is for mechanical assistance, not vehicle recovery).  If the 
breakdown service can help, it will be chargeable, and you will be liable for the charges. 

The following independent garages may be able to assist, depending on your location: 
Crianlarich Lix Toll Garage:  +44 (0)1567 820 280
Spean Bridge  ADJ Stevenson Recovery:   
Perth  MTS Recovery & Repairs:    

Check the underside of the vehicle for evident damage or excess dirt before driving.

+44 (0)1738 587 999
+44 (0)1397 712 257
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 • Unless prearranged, this is not flexible! The return shall be exactly at the time stated on 
your Booking Confirmation.  Please note that our workshop is not always manned, so if
you return early without prior notification, the workshop may not be open. 

   If you are up to 40 minutes late, a fixed fee of £20 will be charged. 
If you are between 40 minutes and 1 hour late a fixed fee of £40 will be charged. 
If you are up to 1-2 hours late a fixed fee of £100 will be charged. 
If you are more than 2 hours late in returning the Vehicle, one full day’s hire rate 
will apply.

Cleaning the Vehicle
•  We don’t require special efforts to clean the vehicle: we expect a bit of mud! 

However, cleaning charges may apply if the vehicle is exceptionally dirty or has 
been stuck, requiring dirt to be cleaned from the chassis / suspension / brakes.

•  All rubbish must be removed from the vehicle and all washing up must be done 
prior to the vehicle’s return or cleaning charges will apply.

Refuelling
•  Please return with a full tank of fuel. If not, we will refuel the vehicle on its return 

to Scotland Overland’s base. The value of the fuel will be deducted from your 
Security Deposit, plus a £5 surcharge.

Damage & Lost Equipment
If a vehicle is damaged, we will generally refer repairs to the appropriate 
professional garage. If we are able to undertake repairs ourselves, we charge for 
labour at £50 per hour (including VAT). Independent garages typically charge 
about £80 per hour, and main dealers about £120 per hour.

Retain all items of equipment - even if damaged - as they can often be repaired. 
If a component of an item is lost, you may be liable for the value of the entire item
if sub-components cannot be bought separately. The value of replacement items 
(including carriage) will be deducted from your Security Deposit, plus a 15% 
surcharge. Replacements will be original equipment manufacturer (OEM), 
even if cheaper substitutes are available.

RETURN
Return Times
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Contacts
For general questions, please contact Scotland Overland: 

   Main office telephone (Mon-Fri 10:00 – 16:00):    +44 (0)1721 724 485
   Emergency telephones:      +44 (0)7548 297 821 

    +44 (0)7740 166 345 
   E-Mail:

•  In the unlikely event that you are unable to contact Scotland Overland, 
please use your common sense and judgment in dealing with any issues that may arise. 
Please ensure that tax (VAT) receipts are obtained for any expenditure that is incurred.

RETURN
Return Location
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